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Abstract 
The paper performs a systematic literature review as a first step in the development of a PhD thesis 
on student satisfaction in the context of higher education (HE). Its purpose is to provide a 
comprehensive understanding of the current literature on the topic and determine a research agenda 
for the development of the PhD thesis, which is aimed at identifying the most relevant factors affecting 
student satisfaction in the context of HE. The database considered for this literature review is Scopus 
and, after refining the search, 229 papers have been considered relevant to the study. This paper is to 
be considered under the Edulearn topic of Learning Experiences in Higher and Further Education 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, one of the most frequently used Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  in Business Schools 
(BS) has been student satisfaction [1].  This indicator is an important governance input since BS use it 
to assess the performance of their lecturers [2] and the quality of their programs [3], which 
consequently has a direct impact in BS reputation. Specially, since this element is also being used as 
a relevant qualifying criteria in some of the most prestigious BS rankings, such as Economist MBA's 
ranking (http://www.economist.com/whichmba/methodology-2016), where student satisfaction criteria 
is worth 20% of the overall rating. 

As defined by Awan & Rehman [4], student satisfaction is an outcome that fulfils person’s 
expectations. It is a subjective evaluation by a student of the numerous outcomes and experiences 
associated with education and overall environment. In the context of higher education, the concept of 
‘students as customers’ reveals that students play a crucial role in institutional settings and their 
satisfaction matters a lot in determining accuracy and authenticity of the system. 

In order to maximize student satisfaction of a higher education course, it is necessary to identify the 
relevant key factors that lead to that maximum. In the literature related to student satisfaction, several 
authors have explored the key factors that influence it ([5],[6]).  

The paper performs a systematic literature review, as a first step in the development of a PhD thesis 
on student satisfaction in the context of higher education (HE), and is to be considered under the 
Edulearn topic of Learning Experiences in Higher and Further Education.  

2 METHODOLOGY 
The database considered for this literature review is Scopus and the selected search keywords were: 
“student satisfaction” AND “higher education”; “student satisfaction” AND “university education”; 
“student satisfaction” AND “tertiary education”. 

As a result of the keyword search, 552 papers were identified. That amount of papers was narrowed 
down to 443 by eliminating duplicates and applying the following exclusion criteria: date from 2010 to 
2016; language: English only; document type: articles only, articles in press and reviews  

From those 443 papers, 229 have been considered relevant to the thesis because, in one way or 
another, they refer to the factors influencing student satisfaction in higher education. 

Concerning discipline, most of the papers (178) do not specify any subject or are multidisciplinary. The 
most frequent discipline is Business (16), followed by Engineering (4), Medicine (4), Psychology (4) 
and Nursing (3). The rest of the disciplines appear in two or less papers (See Table 1) 
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Table 1.  Discipline 

Discipline Quantity 
Higher education 178 

Business 16 

Engineering 4 

Medicine 4 

Psychology 4 

Nursing 3 

Music 2 

Social 2 

Tourism 2 

IT 2 

Language 2 

Technology 1 

Administration 1 

Veterinary 1 

Mechanical technology 1 

Bioscience 1 

Arts 1 

Information sciences 1 

Chemistry 1 

Communication 1 

Total 229 

As far as learning methodology is concerned, 200 papers refer to a face-to-face format and only 29 
refer to online or blended formats (see Table 2). Umek [7] explains how the implementation of a 
Moodle platform increases students' effectiveness and also (partially) students' satisfaction. Sinkovics  
[8] shows how students' satisfaction is influenced by the use of online conferences and computer 
simulations  

Table 2.  Format 

Format Quantity 

Face-to-face 200 

Online 24 

Blended 5 

Total 229 

 
Splitting by region, 49 countries are represented, being UK the most frequent one (15 papers), 
followed by Spain (11) and Australia (9) (see Table 3). Some papers refer to students based in 
different countries, such as: Barberá [9] (USA, China and Spain) or Duque [10] (Spain, Colombia and 
USA). 
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Table 3.  Country 

Country Quantity 

Not specified 100 

UK 15 

SPAIN 11 

AUSTRALIA 9 

USA 8 

MALAYSIA 8 

CHINA 7 

PORTUGAL 4 

TURKEY 4 

PAKISTAN 3 

CROATIA 3 

ITALY 3 

UAE 3 

CHILE 2 

SYRIA 2 

CZECH REPUBLIC, GERMANY, POLAND, AUSTRIA, SLOVAKIA 2 

HUNGARY 2 

NIGERIA 2 

INDIA 2 

BANGLADESH 2 

INDONESIA 2 

GERMANY 2 

SOUTH-AFRICA 1 

EGYPT 1 

NORWAY 1 

TAIWAN 1 

SERBIA 1 

GULF REGION 1 

SWEDEN 1 

BRAZIL 1 

OMAN 1 

GREECE 1 

CYPRUS 1 

UK 
UAE 1 

SINGAPORE 1 

BAHRAIN 1 

JORDAN 1 

NEW ZEALAND 1 

LEBANON 1 

IRELAND 1 

BULGARIA 1 

USA, CHINA, SPAIN 1 
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UGANDA 1 

VIETNAM 1 

URUGUAY 1 

SPAIN 
COLOMBIA 
USA 

1 

CANADA 1 

SLOVENIA 1 

MALTA 1 

ROMANIA 1 

MAURITIUS 1 

AUSTRIA 1 

MEXICO 1 

ARMENIA 1 

MEXICO, PORTUGAL, SPAIN 1 

Total 229 

3 RESULTS 
Once the relevant papers on student satisfaction in higher education have been reviewed, we consider 
the following issues to be relevant for the research agenda: 

As mentioned above, there is abundant literature on student satisfaction. However, there are only 24 
articles dealing with online higher education (of which, only 2 related to management). Taking into 
account that almost every higher education institution (and especially business schools) has been 
going digital recently and offering blended or 100% online programs, it is clear that further research on 
the matter should be done.  

Secondly, according to the literature review, it turns out to be proved that students' satisfaction is 
influenced by factors such as faculty quality, academic experience, [11], lectures, tutorials, course 
characteristics [12]. However, there is little research done on how those elements should be 
implemented in detail and, specifically, focusing in the special features required by online 
management education. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
By getting a deeper grasp of their students' needs and satisfiers, higher education institutions may 
have the chance to raise their standards of student satisfaction and, consequently, improve their 
reputation, which may lead to a rise in the number of students interested in enrolling in their programs. 

The purpose of this paper was to determine a research agenda for a PhD thesis aimed to identify the 
most relevant factors affecting student satisfaction in the context of HE, considering both face-to-face 
and online learning environments. According to the results, further research should be carried out in 
online higher education, as there is a growing number of courses offered in this format by higher 
education institutions. 
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